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A Benchmark Study of 2D and 3D Finite Element Calculations Simulating Dynamic Pulse

Buckling Tests of Cylindrical Shells under Axial Impact f "

lE.I... HOFFMAN

Engineering Mechanics and Material Modeling Department, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuqtwrque, New Mexico 87185. USA

and

D. J. AMMERMAN

Transportation Systems Technology Department, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque. New Mexico 87185, USA

A series of tests investigating dynamic pulse buckling of a cylindrical shell under axial impact is compared to several finite ele-
ment simulations of the event. The purpose of the study is to compare the performance of the various analysis codes and element
types with respect to a problem which is applicable to radioactive material transport packages, and ultimately to develop a bench-
mark problem to qualify finite element analysis codes for the transport package design industry.

I. Introduction 2. Test apparatus and procedure

Radioactive material transport packages are required to An illustration of the test apparatus, including compo-
withstand high energy impact events, which may result in nent masses and dimensions, is shown in Figure 1. A series

- large inelastic deformations, without affecting the packages of five axial impact tests were performed on 101.6 mm-
ability to contain the radioactive material. The finite ele- diameter, 203.2 mm-long, 304L stainless steel cylinders

meat method has become a well established technique for with a nominal 4.76 mrn wall thickness. The cylinders were
simulating these events. For U.S. radioactive material pack- struck by a 271 kg mass with an impact velocity ranging
age regulators to have confidence in these analyses, it is from 12.9 to 13.7 m/sec. The 2200 kg support table was

: important to have finite element based computer codes mounted on four hydraulic cylinders. Upper and lower plat-
benchmarked against known solutions. Hence, the Trans- ens, designed to assure a uniform impact on the flats of the-

portation Systems Technology Department at Sandia cylinder, were recessed to assure alignment on center. A

National Laboratories designed a dynamic buckling experi- 0.25 in-thick felt pad was used to mitigate the acceleration
ment for the purpose of benchmarking analysis codes spike resulting from impact so that test equipment would
against a well defined and closely monitored test which is not be damaged.
applicable to the design and operation of radioactive mate-
rial transport packages. Numerical simulations of the pulse 3, Finite element models

buckling test were performed using the following analysis 3.1 Description of analysis codes
codes and elements to model the cylinder: PRONTO2D [1]
with axisymmetric four-node quadrilaterals; PRONTO3D The numerical simulations were performed with the
[2] with both four-node shells and eight-node hexahedrons; analysis codes ABAQUS/Explicit, PRONTO2D, and

and ABAQUS/Explicit [3] with axisymmetric two-node __, Gu,deRo,J_ 1- shells and four-node quadrilaterals, and 3D four-node
_.IL_I_s9k_'J_,_=T_b_L_I_shells and eight-node hexahedrons. ABAQUS/Explicit is a
Lir_ I 1203.2 mm-thick)

commercial product, while the PRONTO codes were devel- ! ] Alumlmum [ i_ aped at Sandia National Laboratories. The inclusion of a "

commercial finite element code into this study was desired _ ----am,',ac,PJ_te(2_4mm-th,_k
tO demonstrate that the required tools for design based on v = 129 to13.7m/soc T 2.54,_m x 2,54 mm, 12 4 kg)

inelastic analysis are available to any package designer, un_, Platen(216 mm- _ FeltPadt q 35mm-tr,ck)
Although the geometry and load conditions of the impact d,a 74mm-h,g,.2_4kg)_

event are axisymmetric, 3D calculations were performed to LowerPlaten(216mm- lmlm'_'----,--_Test C'¢hncJer¢2032 mm-long.
determine ii ovaling observed in the tests was a natural oa. 74mm-high 183kg)_.. r..__ _ 1016mm-dta.476mm.tr,ckwalh
buckling mode of the problem or the result of asymmetries _1 I
in geometry or boundary conditions. The calculations are

mm x 763 mm) Jcompared to the tests with respect to deformed shape and
impact load history, st_

I--1

•lThis work wassupported by the U. S. Department of Energy _l _.
under Contract No. DE-AC04-76DPO0789. Fig. I. Test apparatus for axial impact of cylindrical tubes



...... ) while lhc impact table"laNe I Material properlies for 3041. stainless steel fronl steel (E = 2()() (]Pa, v _ _t)

Yield Hardening Hardening was fabricated fronl aluminuul (Ii" = 68, GPa, \.' : ().33).Y_ung's Poisson's
Modulus Ratio Stress Constant, Exponent,
(GPa) (MPa) A (MPa) n 3.3 Geometric models

193 0.27 193 1.33 0.748 The 2D axisyn_metric finite element models used in

PRONTO3D operating on a Cray YMP 8/864. Ali of the this study are shown in Figure 2 with the cylinder modeled

codes use an explicit time integration operator to integrate with (a) four-node quadrilaterals and (b) two-node shell

the equations of motion, and ali are designed for analyzing elements. The quadrilateral model is composed of 2548

large deformations of highly nonlinear materials subjected nodes and 2231 elements. Five elements are modeled

to high strain rates. PRONTO2D features only one element through the wall thickness. The use of five constant-strain

type: a four-node uniform strain quadrilateral element, elements is generally considered an acceptable compromise
PRONTO3D features two element types" an eight-node between accuracy and cost. The shell model is composed of

uniform strain hexahedrai element and a four-node quadri- 2197 nodes and 1960 elements. The nodes of the shell ele-

lateral shell element. ABAQUS/Explicit features all three ments lie along the mid-wall thickness of the cylinder
of the elements described above in addition to a two-node (48.42 mm). The top and bottom edges of the cylinder are

axisymmetric shell element which was also used in this 'T' shaped with two shell elements at each end for a total
width of 4.76 mm, the thickness of the cylinder wall. Thestudy. The continuum elements described above use one-

point integration with an hourglass control scheme to elim- 'T' was necessary to enforce contact between the shells and

inate spurious modes. The shell elements use numerical adjacent quadrilaterals (since contact cannot be enforced

integration of the stress tensor through the thickness to along the edge of a shell element) and to correctly simulate

compute the force and moment resultants. In ali of the shell the edge moment applied which resists the tendency for the
calculations, five integration points were specified through cylinder to roll up at the edges during buckling.

the thickness. The 3D shell elements use one-point integra- The 3D models simulate the same geometry as the axi-

tion with hourglass control to compute the stress diver- symmetric models, swept 90 degrees to produce a quarter-

gence at the centroid of the element midsurface, symmetry model. Based on preliminary calculations with a
full 3D model and comparisons with the test units, it was

3.2 Constitutive models determined that quarter-symmetry was sufficient to capture

the asymmetric buckling modes observed in the tests. The
The 304L stainless steel test cylinder was modeled in

3D finite element models of the cylinder are shown in Fig-
the present calculations using a power law hardening model

ure 3 with eight-node hexahedral continuum elements and
[4] which describes post-yield strain hardening by the fol-

lowing power law relationship: four-node quadrilateral shell elements. Five elements were
modeled through the tube wall of the continuum model, 30

= (:Iv._+ Ai;; (l) along the circumference, and 75 along the cylinder length.
For the shell model, 15 elements were modeled along the

where A and n are material constants, (rvs is the yield stress, circumference, and 75 along the cylinder length. Additional

e/, is the equivalent plastic strain, and _5 is the effective mesh refinement of the lower platen in the region oi'contact
stress. The material properties used for 304L stainless steel

are given in Table 1 [5]. was required in the continuum model to quiet numerical

The power law hardening model is in the material _HH4_H_t _ ii_i__
library of the PRONTO codes, but not in ABAQUS/

Explicil. However, in the ABAQUS/Explicit plasticity

model the stress strain relationship is defined as a piece- ,

wise linear function, allowing a close representation _t
F+quaticm (I). Both models use a wm Mises yield criteri<m

with associated plastic flow and isotroffic strain hardening.

To approximate the energy absorpt ion characteJist ic t_l I!! !!_]

the felt pat. it was modeled as an elastic plastic material l,::;:+

with pr _penies (E = I GPa, hardening modulus = 138 MPa, t;::::

v = 0.('. yield strength = 0,7 MPa) such that the pad crushed

to 25 percent of its original height as observed in the tests.
._,,. ai--t-

lt wil, be shown that the felt pad is significant to both the [_:_1 _._l l_{!_J__!l
test and computational results.

Ali other test colnponenls were mode etl elastically, t,n,leelemenlmoOel la)iour.nodequa0r,latetals (bllwo-nodesnells

The impact plate, platens, and support table were fabricated I._.u 2 Two dimensional axisymmcmc finite element model
,ht_wn with lout-node quadrilaleral and two-node ,;hell elemcms

-



profile end view

Fig. 4. Plastically buckled cylinder caused by axial impact.

most of the impact energy. The principal mechanisms ofenergy absorption are membrane plastic flow and plastic

-,_--_ bending.

._ A photograph of one of the deformed test articles is
shown in Figure 4. Ali five tests exhibited the same buck-

...._ ling behavior with four nearly equally spaced buckles
[ ' forming along the cylinder length (one large buckle at each

• : _ end with two smaller buckles in-between). One of the end

"_ buckles became unstable and collapsed. The collapse, or

• . post-buckling behavior, occurred at the top of the cylinder

" _ (as shown in the photograph) in three of the tests, and at the_ .._.___..__ L/ bottom in the remaining two tests. Some of the tests exhib-: : . ited ovaling at the end where the instability developed. This

ovaling occurred in three of the five tests.
, i : : _ i....... The buckling event is shown in Figure 5 for the

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional.finite element model shown with con- PRONTO3D shell calculation. At 1.3 ms into the sinaula-
tinuum and shell elements, tion, two buckles of nearly equal size develop at the upper

hourglassing initiated by contact enforcement. The contin- and lower ends of the cylinder at approximately the same
uum model contains 27,591 nodes and 22,315 elements, distance from each end. By 2.5 ms, both buckles have
while the shell model contains 2980 nodes and 2273 ele- grown, with the upper buckle becoming slightly larger. By
ments. The shell model also features a 'T' on the upper and 4.0 ms the upper buckle has become unstable and collapses

lower edges. (7.0 ms). The critical buckling load derived from ata elastic
The 2200 kg support table is supported by four hydrau- stability analysis for the test units is 16.5 MN [7], signifi-

lic cylinders. Based on parameters of the pneumatic sup-
ports, the system was characterized to have an approximate
spring constant of 193 kN/m and a 62.2 kN preload. I)uring
a test the maximum measured impact force was approxi-

mately 623 kN, at which time the table had only displaced
10 mm. Hence, for sh_)rtduration of the buckling event, the

spring forces are negligible compared to the inertial fi_rces
and are therefore neglected in the simulations.

4. l)escription of buckling event

Shell crushing takes piace in two distinct stages, buck-

ling and collapse 161. A buckling pattern is initiated by
axial compression, taking only a few transit times c_f an
elastic wave along the shell length to develop (approxi-

mately ().1 ms). In lhc post-buckling slage, the buckles
undergo large deformation collapse. This stage lasts orders 1.3 ms 2.5 ms 4.0 ms 7.0 ms
of magnitude longer than the buckling stage and absorbs Fig. 5. l)elc_rmedshapes of circular tube due to axial impact.



20 .... . ,.. ................... buckles to become unstable and collapse. In perfornling the
i calculations, it was observed that ii the instability occurs

{---,0i :/..:_ :_!_ _"' [\,/ .../\/ during impact, the upper buckle becomes unstable; whereas
'_, \ ,,, -. if the instability occurs during rebound, the lower buckle

___,_...._. ",/"\F',,j-',,/\._,_..%z_,x._=:.==_=:j becomes unstable. The rebound characteristics of the0 . impact table, and hence the location of the buckling insta-
65 -- ---, - - - ,; _"---' ....

._.I._........................ bility, were. found to be sensitive to the felt pad properties.
,.--.... .,-" However, the two post-buckled shapes were identical, only

inverted top-to-bottom. Hence, based on numerical investi-

---upperbuck,e gation, it is proposed that the two post-buckled shapes
60 lower buckle

_eo,_v,*n_e, observed in the tests represent mechanistically similar ii
not identical solutions.

7

_ 5. Comparison of analysis results with test data5s : 5.1 Final deformed shape

!` //)_"'.: ____....... _ -..... ..................... Ali four of the 3D calculations yielded an axisymmet-
ric buckling pattern. Hence, the seven computed profiles

s°0 , 2 _3 4 s 8 _'-_'_i0 are compared to one of the test units which buckled axi-
time(ms) symmetrically. "['he final deformed profiles of the shell ele-

Fig. 6. (a) Velocityof upper platen, and (b) radial growth of the rnent calculations are compared in Figure 7 to the test unit.
end-buckles and the cylinder mid-length as a function of time. The shell models show reasonably good agreement with the

test. The calculations predict the development of two domi-
candy greater than the maximum load predicted in these nant buckles at the top and bottom of the cylinder. Ali of
calculations and measured in the tests (approximately 600 the shell models predicted that the buckling instability
kN). Hence, buckling takes piace during sustained plastic would occur at the top of the cylinder except for the axi-

flow, a phenomena known as plasticflowbuckling [6]. symmetric model which predicted the instability would
The inability to reproduce identical post-buckling occur at the bottom (the profile was reversed to permit

results in ali of the tests raised concerns with respect to the direct comparison of the bucided shapes). The calculations
multiplicity of solutions and how that might affect a numer- show good agreement with the test with respect to the size
icai benchmarking exercise. There are two distinct post- and location of the upper and lower buckles. However, the
buckling results observed in the tests: one in which the
instability occurs on top and the other in which the instabil- ABAQUS 3D shell calculation did not completely collapseas did the other two shell calculations. Ali three of the shell
ity occurs on the bottom. However, a closer investigation of calculations were determined to be a convergent solution
the computed post-buckling behavior reveals that the two based on mesh refinement studies. The two smaller buckles

results are mechanistically similar. Hence, the two post- in-between the larger buckles are not as evident in the slm-
buckled shapes represent only one test result, ulations as in the test unit. The PRONTO3D shell element

The radial displacements of nodes on the apex of each calculation shows the two smaller buckles most clearly.
of the larger buckles and on the cylinder mid-length are

plotted as a function of time in Figure 6 for the PRON- 70.0..............................................................................
TO3D shell calculation. Early in the event (less than i.5

ms), the location of the largest radial displacement alter-
nates from top to bottom. The velocity of the upper platen -.
is also shown in Figure 6. The cyclic velocity history indi-

cates that the impact table bouncers on the upper platen _. 880 ,,
Each impact causes the upper buckle to become the largest.

During rebound oi the impact table, the lower buckle over- _ ', ,
takes the upper. Because of mid-length expansion of the _= !
shell, the applied load becomes eccentric relative to the _ s00 i

-- Tesi !

shell wall, resulting in a bending moment being applied to PRONTOaD(3Oshe,,s) ,
the shell wall. As the buckles fornl, a hardening moment ABAOUS/Explicat(aDshetls)

develops (due to differe,,tial stress states through the wall ABAQUS/Explicil(axisymmetncsheBs) "
................................. J

thickness) which resists further curvature increases, lnsta- 4000"0............... 5oJo..................,oo.0 ,so0 200.0
bility occurs when the applied bending rnoment is greater ,_,, location(mm)

than the hardening moment, causing the largest of the tw() Fig. 7. Proliles of shell element calculations c()mpared to test
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However, lhc snhlllet huc'kle_ are present in ali of the shell finer Ine_hcs due t() ¢.'¢mllmlaricmal cxpcn,,c It_\vcvcl, Jt i_,

element calculations as is evident by the correcl spacing of reasonable to ext)cct a similar inll_r,_vcltlc'nt in i_crf¢_lIIlancc

lhe larger buckles. 'l'hree buckles would result in tile larger v,,itl_ furlher mesh refinement

buckles being positioned farther from the ends. The smaller
buckles are more visible at earlier times in the simulalions. 5.2 I)vnamic load compariso/t

As tile simulations progress the cylinder bulges at the mid- The predicted load hist_rics _Jl lhc v,trums finite cir-

die, making the two smaller buckles appear more like one. ment simulations are compared in I:igure 9 to tile Ineasured

The final detormed profiles of the continuum elernent load history. The results are presented in three plots for

calculations are compared in Figure 8 to the profile of the clarity. The measured impact load hist_ry is representalivc
test unit. Both of the 3I) hex calculations and tlm ABAQUS of ali of the tests as the measurements were very consistem
axisymmetric quad calculation do not agree very well with from test-to-test (no variations were detected due lo Idea-
the test unit. The bending response of the shell walls in

1000 ...... ......... , ..... , .... , ......... , .............. , ....

these calculations was led stiff, resulting in only three

equally spaced buckles. The stiffness in these models inhib- " '

ited the development of the buckling instability. These cal- 800 , , ,.,:,/... :_, .

culations also show greater radial expansion at mid-length. ' '_

Conversely, the PRONTO2D axisymmetric calculation _0o _' r'-v%.'1 lJ_' ". ,,-._i!il_) !iA(with the same mesh refinement as the ABAQUS axisym- z_

metric model) showed reasonably good agreement with the _ ,Ioo _t__ -" _14_

test. Aiso shown in the plot are the results of the ABAQUS _ =

axisymmetric quad calculation run with a finer mesh using 2o0 i_
1 i elements through tile thickness and 200 along the length . To_t
(vs. 5 by 75). The results of this calculation compare much 0 _ PRONTO3D(3Dhox) \ i:.................... 7..._

...... ABAQUS/Explicfl (axlsymrnelnc quadi
more favorably with the tesi. This raises concerns as to why ABAOUa_,,0_,_,,(3D,_,_

different mesh refinement is required for analysis codes -200 ................................
using similar element technology. This may be due to dif- ,ooo ........ ....... -........ , ................................

ferences in the hourglass control formulations of the two

codes. Bending deformations, such as those predicted at the a00
collapse region, activate the hourglass deformation mode of

an element {81. If the artificial hourglass stiffness is too ao0 I ,a_ek_t_ I

high, then bending would be inhibited. Untbrtunately, there _ ' "_'_"_/_',_"_*,." .... . :,

is no user control of hourglass stiffness in ABAQUS. Tlm z /_I_" ! "" _/_,_ ' 0'''')1!]'
400 ' ' i ',)_ ,, :,

stiffness is to increase mesh refinement. Hence, five ele- /7'
ments through the tube wall thickness is not necessarily _oo

adequate for all codes and element types, ous/a
Neither of the 3D continuum models were run with 0 ABAQUS/Expl,ciI(2Dshe,,s,

ABAOUS/ExDhCll (axl ouaas I,net ro(mr,

700 .......................... • .................... • .......... 200 .............................

1000

;!f "°°
60 0

_" 600 i 1 ,

_l_ll_il_J"r't' _ tl"¢ _ _ .

-'_m "iaJ_ 1_ ' _f"il' t , ,,. /F"/r_ " _ ;/' '1 ' _ _g ' l h' ' "_'

PRONIO3D (3D tmx) 200
PRON'I'O2[) (ax_symmeluc quad)
ABAQUSf[ xphclt (3[) hex)
ABAQUS/Exphcd (ax_symmetnc quad)
ABAOUS/[?xphctl (axlquads, finer meshJ b "..

40 0
0 O 50 0 1000 150 0 200 0

axial location (mm) 200 (, .......... ; ;_ 4 ,, _ q _0

Fig. 8 Protilcs of (_'()lltilltltllllelement calculations compared t_ tj,heIseq
tesl }:i.e 9 f'alcl,_hllcd I{_alt] IIi.sl()llt"., ,.,Hllp,llt'd I_ IcM thll;I
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ti(m of tlm buckl n_ instability). The nlaximunl measured (3) Thc ABAQUS axisytnnwtric quad m(_dcl with the

luad was approximately 600 kN. The load decreases as the finer mesh required four times lhc CPU time of the coarse
larger buckle becomes unstable to 3()()kN and then rnesh. A comparable increase incornputirlgexi)erlse for ttm

increases again to a second peak of 4(X) kN as the buckle 3D contirmurn rnodels would be prohibitively expensive.

collapses onto its side. The tirsl plot shows the load history 6. Discussion and conclusions
of the continuum element models which are too stiff. In ali

of these calculations, the predicted maximum load is The variability in the experimental results suggests the

greater than the measured load. Because these models are problem has multiple solutions thai are nearly identical,
too stiff to collapse, they do not predict a second load However, it was demonstrated that ali of'the tests are mech-

increase. The ABAQUS 3D shells model accurately pre- anistically similar if not identical. It is not necessary to

dicts the maximum load (as one of the buckles becomes include ali of the complexities of the experimental problem
unstable) but does not predict a second increase since the (felt pad, geometric asymmetries, etc.) in the benchmark.

buckle did not fully collapse. Both the ABAQUS axisytn- Such complexities can obscure the basic mechanics of the

metric shells and axisymmetric quads (finer mesh) yielded problem which are of greatest interest. Once it ha.s been

similar results. They accurately predict the maximum load, demonstrated that one code can accurately capture the

the load decrease due to collapse, and the second load mechanics of the experiment, future benchmarking can be

increase. However, the second increase comes much later performed using the exact geometry and boundary condi-
than the test data, indicating a slightly stiff response which tions of that numerical model rather than the uncertain

does not allow the buckle to collapse as quickly. The best experimental results.

agreement with the test data was obtained with the PRON- Although the finite element codes presented here use
TO2D axisymmetric continuum and PRONTO3D shells similar element technology, it has been shown that their

models. Both of these models accurately predicted the max- solutions can vary considerably. In many cases, the dis-
imum load, the decrease due to instability, as well as the crepancies can be related to model stiffness which can be

timing of the second increase, improved by increasing mesh refinement. However, the

discrepancies may be characteristic of the analysis code or
5.3 Computing cost comparison element type, such as the ABAQUS 3D shell elements

The computing costs are presented in Table 2. The fol- which were stiffer than PRONTO3D shell elements. As

lowing observations are presented" stated earlier, test data is required to determine which solu-

(I) The ABAQUS/Explicit calculations were consis- tion is most correct. Hence, a benchmark problem is useful

tently more expensive than the corresponding PRONTO in determining the appropriate code, element type, required

calculations. This was expected since ABAQUS is a yen- mesh refinement, and solution control parameters for a
eral purpose finite element code which carries additional given class of calculations.

overhead for its abundant features and element types. References
(2) The shell element calculations were less expensive
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